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Buns against Veganuary

Our beef patties are born from prime cuts of rare breed Yorkshire stock from 
our friends at ”the ginger pig” then dry aged for 45 days. 

We then get to look after them… real british cheeses, 
buff brioche buns, homemade sauces & in-house pickling. We hope you approve.

Bun bolt on’s…make it a meal
Add fries + £2.5 Need bacon + £1.50 Extra patty + £3.00

More cheese +£1 Pots of sauce +50p

CHEESY HOUSE 
beef patty, double cheese (red & swiss), smoked gravy mayo, beefy 
ketchup, sweet house pickles, sesame brioche

BIT OF BLUE
beef patty, bacon, blue cheese, pickled pink shallots, rocket, smoked 
gravy mayo, sesame brioche

KAMIKAZE KATSU
breaded chicken thigh, katsu curry ketchup, sweet & sour slaw, 
smokey miso mayo, sour chillies, crispy onions, sesame brioche

£8.5

£9.5

£9.5

SMOKIN’ GUN 
beef patty, double cheese (red & swiss), bacon, bourbon bbq sauce, 
smoked gravy mayo, crispy onions, sesame brioche

£9.5

FILTHED UP FRIES
Fries, cheeses, toppings and a shit ton of sauce…”when brits do poutine!”
- Cheese (v)

beer cheese sauce, onion gravy, cheese curds, crispy onions

Fries & smoked gravy mayo
Naked fries (vg)

£5

£3.5

£3

CHICKEN NUGGETS
jerk spiced and crispy coated, pick a dip 

- katsu curry ketchup (vg) – spiced banana ketchup (vg)
- bourbon bbq sauce (vg) - spicy peri peri (vg)

£6.5

SWEET TOOTH - we offer happy endings… £5 each 
hand-made luxury ice cream sandwiches with great favours…flavours! 
- naughty one (salted caramel miso, Guinness cake)
- strawberry shorty (strawberry, marshmallow, shortbread)



Buns For Veganuary
Our vegan patties are born from veg and seeds of the land, we roast and mix them 
in house to build your buns, throw in some homemade sauces & in-house pickling. 

We hope you approve.

Bun bolt on’s…make it a meal

Add fries + £2.5 Extra patty + £3.00 More cheese +£1 Pots of sauce +50p

We use gluten, our buns are sesame crusted and we have nuts squatting in the kitchen…we are totally respectful of  
any allergies you may have, please shout out and we’ll do our best to sort you out…thanks, and stay filthy.

CAN’T BELIEVE THERE’S NO BUTTER (vg)
butternut squash + butterbean patty, red peppers, 
pink shallots, rocket, crispy onions, Vernaise sauce (our vegan 
take on bearnaise sauce), vegan brioche 

TOFU FIGHTING (vg)
crispy miso tofu, katsu curry ketchup, sweet & sour slaw, 
rocket, sour chillies, crispy onions, vegan brioche

£9.5

£9

TACO CHANCE ON ME (vg)
mushroom + walnut patty, spicy pepper ketchup, smashed avo, 
mockzarella, rocket, sour chillies, sweet house pickles, 
crispy onions, vegan brioche

£9.5

FILTHED UP FRIES
Fries, toppings and a shit ton of sauce…”when brits do poutine!”
- Garden (vg)

Mockzarella, onion gravy, sweet house pickles, crispy onions

Fries & Vernaise sauce (vegan bernaise) (vg)
Naked fries (vg)

£5

£3.5
£3

CAULIFLOWER NUGGETS  (vg)
jerk spiced and crispy coated, pick a dip 

- katsu curry ketchup (vg) – spiced banana ketchup (vg)
- bourbon bbq sauce (vg) - spicy peri peri (vg)

£6

SWEET TOOTH - we offer happy endings… £5 
hand-made luxury ice cream sandwiches with great favours…flavours! 

- east side vegan (vg) ( cashew vice cream, smokey salty caramel, corn miso cookie)


